
On Kernels, Margins, and Low-dimensionalMappingsMaria-Florina Balan1 and Avrim Blum1 and Santosh Vempala21 Computer Siene Department, Carnegie Mellon Universityfninamf,avrimg�s.mu.edu2 Department of Mathematis, MITvempala�math.mit.eduAbstrat. Kernel funtions are typially viewed as providing an im-pliit mapping of points into a high-dimensional spae, with the abilityto gain muh of the power of that spae without inurring a high ostif data is separable in that spae by a large margin . However, theJohnson-Lindenstrauss lemma suggests that in the presene of a largemargin, a kernel funtion an also be viewed as a mapping to a low-dimensional spae, one of dimension only ~O(1=2). In this paper, weexplore the question of whether one an eÆiently ompute suh im-pliit low-dimensional mappings, using only blak-box aess to a kernelfuntion. We answer this question in the aÆrmative if our method is alsoallowed blak-box aess to the underlying distribution (i.e., unlabeledexamples). We also give a lower bound, showing this is not possible foran arbitrary blak-box kernel funtion, if we do not have aess to thedistribution. We leave open the question of whether suh mappings anbe found eÆiently without aess to the distribution for standard kernelfuntions suh as the polynomial kernel.Our positive result an be viewed as saying that designing a good kernelfuntion is muh like designing a good feature spae. Given a kernel,by running it in a blak-box manner on random unlabeled examples,we an generate an expliit set of ~O(1=2) features, suh that if thedata was linearly separable with margin  under the kernel, then it isapproximately separable in this new feature spae.1 IntrodutionKernels and margins have been a powerful ombination in Mahine Learning. Akernel funtion impliitly allows one to map data into a high-dimensional spaeand perform ertain operations there without paying a high prie omputation-ally. Furthermore, if the data indeed has a large margin linear separator in thatspae, then one an avoid paying a high prie in terms of sample size as well [6,7, 9, 11, 13, 12, 14, 15℄.The starting point for this paper is the observation that if a learning problemindeed has the large margin property under some kernel K(x; y) = �(x) � �(y),then by the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, a random linear projetion of the



\�-spae" down to a low dimensional spae approximately preserves linear sepa-rability [1, 2, 8, 10℄. Spei�ally, if a target funtion has margin  in the �-spae,then a random linear projetion of the �-spae down to a spae of dimensiond = O � 12 log 1"Æ� will, with probability at least 1� Æ, have a linear separator oferror at most " (see, e.g., Arriaga and Vempala [2℄ and also Theorem 3 of thispaper). This means that for any kernel K and margin , we an, in priniple,think of K as mapping the input spae X into an ~O(1=2)-dimensional spae,in essene serving as a representation of the data in a new (and not too large)feature spae.The question we onsider in this paper is whether, given kernel K, we anin fat produe suh a mapping eÆiently. The problem with the above obser-vation is that it requires expliitly omputing the funtion �(x). In partiular,the mapping of X into Rd is a funtion F (x) = A�(x), where A is a randommatrix. However, for a given kernel K, the dimensionality and desription of�(x) might be large or even unknown. Instead, what we would like is an eÆientproedure that given K(:; :) as a blak-box program, produes a mapping withthe desired properties but with running time that depends (polynomially) onlyon 1= and the time to ompute the kernel funtion K, with no dependene onthe dimensionality of the �-spae.Our main result is a positive answer to this question, if our proedure foromputing the mapping is also given blak-box aess to the distribution D(i.e., unlabeled data). Spei�ally, given blak-box aess to a kernel funtionK(x; y), a margin value , aess to unlabeled examples from distribution D,and parameters " and Æ, we an in polynomial time onstrut a mapping of thefeature spae F : X ! Rd where d = O � 12 log 1"Æ�, suh that if the targetonept indeed has margin  in the �-spae, then with probability 1 � Æ (overrandomization in our hoie of mapping funtion), the indued distribution inRd is separable with error � ".In partiular, if we set " � "02, where "0 is our input error parameter,then the error rate of the indued target funtion in Rd is suÆiently smallthat a set S of ~O(d="0) labeled examples will, with high probability, be per-fetly separable in the mapped spae. This means that if the target funtionwas truly separable with margin  in the �-spae, we an apply an arbitraryzero-noise linear-separator learning algorithm in the mapped spae (suh as ahighly-optimized linear-programming pakage). In fat, with high probability,not only will the data in Rd be separable, but it will be separable with margin=2. However, while the dimension d has a logarithmi dependene on 1=", thenumber of (unlabeled) examples we use to produe the mapping is ~O(1=(2�)).Given the above results, a natural question is whether it might be possibleto perform mappings of this type without aess to the underlying distribution.In Setion 5 we show that this is in general not possible, given only blak-boxaess (and polynomially-many queries) to an arbitrary kernel K. However, itmay well be possible for spei� standard kernels suh as the polynomial kernelor the gaussian kernel.



Our goals are to some extent related to those of Ben-David et al [4, 5℄. Theyshow negative results giving simple learning problems where one annot on-strut mappings to low-dimensional spaes that preserve separability. We restritourselves to situations where we know that suh mappings exist, but our goal isto produe them eÆiently.Outline of results: We begin in Setion 3 by giving a simple mapping into ad-dimensional spae for d = O( 1" [ 12 + ln 1Æ ℄) that approximately preserves bothseparability and margin. This mapping in fat is just the following: we draw aset S of d examples from D, run K(x; y) over all pairs x; y 2 S to plae S exatlyinto Rd, and then for general x 2 X de�ne F (x) to be the orthogonal projetionof �(x) down to this spae (whih an be omputed using the kernel). That is,this mapping an be viewed as an orthogonal projetion of the �-spae down tothe spae spanned by �(S). In Setion 4, we give a more sophistiated mappingto a spae of dimension only O( 12 log 1"Æ ). This logarithmi dependene thenmeans we an set " small enough as a funtion of the dimension and our inputerror parameter that we an then plug in a generi zero-noise linear separatoralgorithm in the mapped spae (assuming the target funtion was perfetly sep-arable with margin  in the �-spae). In Setion 5 we argue that for a blak-boxkernel, one must have aess to the underlying distribution D if one wishes toprodue a good mapping into a low-dimensional spae. Finally, we give a shortdisussion in Setion 6.An espeially simple mapping: We also note that a orollary to one of our re-sults (Lemma 1) is that if we are willing to use dimension d = O( 1" [ 12 + ln 1Æ ℄)and we are not onerned with preserving the margin and only want approxi-mate separability, then the following espeially simple proedure suÆes. Justdraw a random sample of d unlabeled points x1; : : : ; xd and de�ne F (x) =(K(x; x1); : : : ;K(x; xd)). That is, we de�ne the ith \feature" of x to be K(x; xi).Then, with high probability, the data will be approximately separable in this d-dimensional spae if the target funtion had margin  in the � spae. Thus, thisgives a partiularly simple way of using the kernel and distribution for featuregeneration.2 Notation and De�nitionsWe assume that data is drawn from some distribution D over an instane spaeX and labeled by some unknown target funtion  : X ! f�1;+1g. We use Pto denote the ombined distribution over labeled examples.A kernel K is a pairwise funtion K(x; y) that an be viewed as a \legal"de�nition of inner produt. Spei�ally, there must exist a funtion � mapping Xinto a possibly high-dimensional Eulidean spae suh that K(x; y) = �(x) ��(y).We all the range of � the \�-spae", and use �(D) to denote the indueddistribution in the �-spae produed by hoosing random x from D and thenapplying �(x).



We say that for a set S of labeled examples, a vetor w in the �-spae hasmargin  if: min(x;`)2S �` w � �(x)jwjj�(x)j� � :That is, w has margin  if any labeled example in S is orretly lassi�ed by thelinear separator w � �(x) � 0, and furthermore the osine of the angle betweenw and �(x) has magnitude at least . If suh a vetor w exists, then we say thatS is linearly separable with margin  under the kernel K. For simpliity, we areonly onsidering separators that pass through the origin, though our results anbe adapted to the general ase as well.We an similarly talk in terms of the distribution P rather than a sample S.We say that a vetor w in the �-spae has margin  with respet to P if:Pr(x;`)2P �` w � �(x)jwjj�(x)j < � = 0:If suh a vetor w exists, then we say that P is (perfetly) linearly separablewith margin  under K. One an also weaken the notion of perfet separability.We say that a vetor w in the �-spae has error � at margin  if:Pr(x;`)2P �` w � �(x)jwjj�(x)j < � � �:Our starting assumption in this paper will be that P is perfetly separablewith margin  under K, but we an also weaken the assumption to the existeneof a vetor w with error � at margin , with a orresponding weakening ofthe impliations. Our goal is a mapping F : X ! Rd where d is not toolarge that approximately preserves separability. We use F (D) to denote theindued distribution in Rd produed by seleting points in X from D and thenapplying F , and use F (P ) = F (D; ) to denote the indued distribution onlabeled examples.For a set of vetors v1; v2; : : : ; vk in Eulidean spae, let span(v1; : : : ; vk)denote the span of these vetors: that is, the set of vetors v that an be writtenas a linear ombination a1v1 + : : : + akvk. Also, for a vetor v and a subspaeY , let proj(v; Y ) be the orthogonal projetion of v down to Y . So, for instane,proj(v; span(v1; : : : ; vk)) is the orthogonal projetion of v down to the spaespanned by v1; : : : ; vk. We note that given a set of vetors v1; : : : ; vk and theability to ompute dot-produts, this projetion an be omputed eÆiently bya solving a set of linear equalities.3 A simpler mappingOur goal is a proedure that given blak-box aess to a kernel funtion K(:; :),unlabeled examples from distributionD, and a margin value , produes a (prob-ability distribution over) mappings F : X ! Rd suh that if the target funtionindeed has margin  in the �-spae, then with high probability our mapping will



preserve approximate linear separability. In this setion, we analyze a methodthat produes a spae of dimension O � 1" h 12 + ln 1Æ i�, where " is our boundon the error rate of the best separator in the mapped spae. We will, in fat,strengthen our goal somewhat to require that F (P ) be approximately separableat margin =2 (rather than just approximately separable) so that we an usethis mapping as a �rst step in a better mapping in Setion 4.Informally, the method is just to draw a set S of d examples from D, andthen (using the kernel K) to de�ne F (x) so that it is equivalent to an orthogonalprojetion of �(x) down to the spae spanned by �(S).The following lemma is key to our analysis.Lemma 1. Consider any distribution over labeled examples in Eulidean spaesuh that there exists a vetor w with margin . Then if we drawn � 8" � 12 + ln 1Æ�examples z1; : : : ; zn iid from this distribution, with probability � 1 � Æ, thereexists a vetor w0 in span(z1; : : : ; zn) that has error at most " at margin =2.Proof. We give here two proofs of this lemma. The �rst (whih produes a some-what worse bound on n) uses the mahinery of margin bounds. Margin bounds[12, 3℄ tell us that using n = O( 1" [ 12 log2(1=")+log 1Æ ℄) points, with high proba-bility, any separator with margin �  over the observed data has a low true errorrate. Thus, the projetion of the target funtion w into this spae will have alow error rate as well. (Projeting w into this spae maintains the value of w � zi,while possibly shrinking the vetor w, whih an only inrease the margin overthe observed data.) The only tehnial issue is that we want as a onlusion forthe separator not only to have a low error rate over the distribution, but also tohave a large margin. However, we an easily get this from the standard double-sample argument. Spei�ally, rather than use a =2-over as in the standardmargin bound, one an use a =4-over. When the double sample is randomlypartitioned into (S1; S2), it is unlikely that any member of this over will havezero error on S1 at margin 3=4, and yet substantial error on S2 at the samemargin, whih then implies that (sine this is a =4-over) no separator has zeroerror on S1 at margin  and yet substantial error on S2 at margin =2.However, we also note that sine we are only asking for an existential state-ment (the existene of w0), we do not need the full mahinery of margin bounds,and give a seond more diret proof (with better bounds on n) from �rst prin-iples. For any set of points S, let win(S) be the projetion of w to span(S),and let wout(S) be the orthogonal portion of w, so that w = win(S) + wout(S)and win(S) ? wout(S). Also, for onveniene, assume w and all examples zare unit-length vetors (sine we have de�ned margins in terms of angles, wean do this without loss of generality). Now, let us make the following de�ni-tions. Say that wout(S) is large if Prz(jwout(S) � zj > =2) � ", and otherwisesay that wout(S) is small. Notie that if wout(S) is small, we are done, be-ause w � z = (win(S) � z) + (wout(S) � z), whih means that win(S) has the



properties we want. On the other hand, if wout(S) is large, this means that anew random point z has at least an " hane of improving the set S. Speif-ially, onsider z suh that jwout(S) � zj > =2. For S0 = SSfzg, we havewout(S0) = wout(S)�proj(wout(S); span(S0)) = wout(S)� (wout(S) �z0)z0, wherez0 = (z�proj(z; span(S)))=jz�proj(z; span(S))j is the portion of z orthogonal tospan(S), strethed to be a unit vetor. But sine jwout(S) �z0j � jwout(S) �zj, thisimplies that jwout(S0)j2 < jwout(S)j2 � (=2)2. Now, sine jwj2 = jwout(;)j2 = 1and jwout(S)j an never beome negative, this an happen at most 4=2 times.So, we have a situation where so long as wout is large, eah example has at leastan " hane of reduing jwoutj2 by at least 2=4. This an happen at most 4=2times, so Cherno� bounds imply that with probability at least 1 � Æ, wout(S)will be small for S a sample of size � 8" h 12 + ln 1Æ i. utLemma 1 implies that if P is linearly separable with margin  under K, andwe draw n = 8" [ 12 + ln 1Æ ℄ random unlabeled examples x1; : : : ; xn from D, withprobability at least 1� Æ there is a separator w0 in the �-spae with error rateat most � that an be written asw0 = �1�(x1) + : : :+ �n�(xn):Notie that sine w0 ��(x) = �1K(x; x1)+ : : :+�nK(x; xn), an immediate impli-ation is that if we simply think of K(x; xi) as the ith \feature" of x | that is,if we de�ne F̂ (x) = (K(x; x1); : : : ;K(x; xn)) | then with high probability F̂ (P )will be approximately linearly separable as well. So, the kernel and distributiontogether give us a partiularly simple way of performing feature generation thatpreserves (approximate) separability.Unfortunately, the above mapping F̂ may not preserve margins beause wedo not have a good bound on the length of the vetor (�1; : : : ; �n) de�ning theseparator in the new spae. Instead, to preserve margin we want to perform anorthogonal projetion. Spei�ally, we draw a set S = fx1; :::; xng of 8" [ 12 +ln 1Æ ℄) unlabeled examples from D and run K(x; y) for all pairs x; y 2 S. LetM(S) = (K(xi; xj))xi;xj2S be the resulting kernel matrix. We use M(S) tode�ne an embedding of S into Rn by Cholesky Fatorization. More spei�ally,we deompose M(S) into M(S) = U 0U , where U is an upper triangular matrix,and we de�ne our mapping F (xj) to be the j'th olumn of U .We next extend the embedding to all of X by onsidering F : X ! Rn tobe a mapping de�ned as follows: for x 2 X , let F (x) 2 Rn be the point suhthat F (x) � F (xi) = K(x; xi), for all i 2 f1; :::; ng. In other words, this mappingis equivalent to orthogonally projeting �(x) down to span(�(x1); : : : ; �(xn)).We an ompute F (x) by solving the system of linear equations [F (x)℄0 U =(K(x; x1); :::;K(x; xn)).We now laim that by Lemma 1, this mapping F maintains approximateseparability at margin =2.Theorem 1. Given "; Æ;  < 1, if P has margin  in the �-spae, then withprobability � 1 � Æ our mapping F (into the spae of dimension n) has the



property that F (P ) is linearly separable with error at most " at margin =2,given that we use n � 8" h 12 + ln 1Æ i unlabeled examples.Proof. Sine �(D) is separable at margin , it follows from Lemma 1 that, forn � 8" h 12 + ln 1Æ i, with probability at least 1 � Æ, there exists a vetor w thatan be written as w = �1�(x1)+:::+�n�(xn), that has error at most " at margin=2 (with respet to �(P )), i.e.,Pr(x;`)2P �`(w � �(x))jwjj�(x)j < 2� � ":Consider w 2 Rn, w = �1F (x1) + ::: + �nF (xn). Sine jwj = jwj and sinew ��(x) = w �F (x) and jF (x)j � j�(x)j for every x 2 X , we get that w has errorat most " at margin =2 (with respet to F (P )), i.e.,Pr(x;`)2P �`(w � F (x))jwjjF (x)j < 2� � ":Therefore, for our hoie of n, with probability at least 1�Æ (over randomizationin our hoie of F ), there exists a vetor w 2 Rn that has error at most " atmargin =2 with respet to F (P ). utNotie that the running time to ompute F (x) is polynomial in 1=; 1=�; 1=Æand the time to ompute the kernel funtion K.4 An improved mappingWe now desribe an improved mapping, in whih the dimension d has only alogarithmi, rather than linear, dependene on 1=". The idea is to perform atwo-stage proess, omposing the mapping from the previous setion with a ran-dom linear projetion from the range of that mapping down to the desired spae.Thus, this mapping an be thought of as ombining two types of random proje-tion: a projetion based on points hosen at random from D, and a projetionbased on hoosing points uniformly at random in the intermediate spae.We begin by stating a result from [2℄ that we will use. Here N(0; 1) is thestandard Normal distribution with mean 0 and variane 1 and U(�1; 1) is thedistribution that has probability 1=2 on �1 and probability 1=2 on 1.Theorem 2 (Neuronal RP [2℄). Let u; v 2 Rn. Let u0 = 1pkAu and v0 =1pkAv where A is a random matrix whose entries are hosen independently fromeither N(0; 1) or U(�1; 1). Then,PrA �(1� ")ju� vj2 � ju0 � v0j2 � (1 + ")ju� vj2� � 1� 2e�("2�"3)k4 :



Let F1 : X ! Rn be the mapping from Setion 3, with "=2 and Æ=2 as itserror and on�dene parameters respetively. Let F2 : Rn ! Rd be a randomprojetion as in Theorem 2. Spei�ally, we pik A to be a random d�n matrixwhose entries are hosen i.i.d. N(0; 1) or U(�1; 1) (i.e., uniformly from f�1; 1g).We then set F2(x) = 1pdAx. We �nally onsider our overall mapping F : X ! Rdto be F (x) = F2(F1(x)).We now laim that for n = O �1" h 12 + ln 1Æ i� and d = O � 12 log( 1"Æ )�, withhigh probability, this mapping has the desired properties. The basi argument isthat the initial mapping F1 maintains approximate separability at margin =2 byLemma 1, and then the seond mapping approximately preserves this propertyby Theorem 2.Theorem 3. Given "; Æ;  < 1, if P has margin  in the �-spae, then with prob-ability at least 1�Æ, our mapping into the spae of dimension d = O � 12 log( 1"Æ )�has the property that F (P ) is linearly separable with error at most " at marginat most =4, given that we use n = O �1" h 12 + ln 1Æ i� unlabeled examples.Proof. By Lemma 1, with probability at least 1 � Æ=2 there exists a separatorw in the intermediate spae Rn with error at most "=2 at margin =2. Let usassume this in fat ours. Now, onsider some point x 2 Rn. Theorem 2 impliesthat under the random projetion F2, with high probability the lengths of w,x, and w � x are all approximately preserved, whih implies that the osineof the angle between w and x (i.e., the margin of x with respet to w) is alsoapproximately preserved. Spei�ally, for d = O � 12 log( 1"Æ )�, we have:For all x; PrA ����� w � xjwjjxj � F2(w) � F2(x)jF2(w)jjF2(x)j ���� � =4� � �Æ=4:This implies Prx2F1(D);A ����� w � xjwjjxj � F2(w) � F2(x)jF2(w)jjF2(x)j ���� � =4� � �Æ=4;whih implies thatPrA � Prx2F1(D)����� w � xjwjjxj � F2(w) � F2(x)jF2(w)jjF2(x)j ���� � =4� � �=2� � Æ=2:Sine w has error � "=2 at margin =2, this then implies that the probabilitythat F2(w) has error more than " over F2(F1(D)) at margin =4 is at most Æ=2.Combining this with the Æ=2 failure probability of F1 ompletes the proof. utAs before, the running time to ompute our mappings is polynomial in1=; 1=�; 1=Æ and the time to ompute the kernel funtion K.Corollary 1. Given "0; Æ;  < 1, if P has margin  in the �-spae then wean use n = ~O(1=(�04)) unlabeled examples to produe a mapping into Rd ford = O( 12 log 1�0Æ ), that with probability 1 � Æ has the property that F (P ) islinearly separable with error � �0=d.



Proof. Just plug in the desired error rate into the bounds of Theorem 3. utNote that we an set the error rate in Corollary 1 so that with high probabilitya random labeled set of size ~O(d=�0) will be linearly separable, and therefore anylinear separator will have low error by standard VC-dimension arguments. Thus,we an apply an arbitrary linear-separator learning algorithm in Rd to learn thetarget onept.5 On the neessity of aess to DOur main algorithm onstruts a mapping F : X ! Rd using blak-box aessto the kernel funtion K(x; y) together with unlabeled examples from the inputdistribution D. It is natural to ask whether it might be possible to remove theneed for aess to D. In partiular, notie that the mapping resulting from theJohnson-Lindenstrauss lemma has nothing to do with the input distribution:if we have aess to the �-spae, then no matter what the distribution is, arandom projetion down to Rd will approximately preserve the existene of alarge-margin separator with high probability. So perhaps suh a mapping F anbe produed by just omputingK on some polynomial number of leverly-hosen(or uniform random) points in X .3 In this setion, we give an argument showingwhy this may not be possible for an arbitrary kernel. This leaves open, however,the ase of spei� natural kernels.In partiular, onsider X = f0; 1gn, let X 0 be a random subset of 2n=2 el-ements of X , and let D be the uniform distribution on X 0. For a given targetfuntion , we will de�ne a speial �-funtion � suh that  is a large marginseparator in the �-spae under distribution D, but that only the points in X 0behave niely, and points not in X 0 provide no useful information. Spei�ally,onsider � : X ! R2 de�ned as:�(x) = 8<: (1; 0) if x 62 X 0(�1=2;p3=2) if x 2 X 0 and (x) = 1(�1=2;�p3=2) if x 2 X 0 and (x) = �1See �gure 1. This then indues the kernel:K(x; y) = �1 if x; y 62 X 0 or [x; y 2 X 0 and (x) = (y)℄�1=2 otherwiseNotie that the distribution P = (D; ) over labeled examples has margin  =1=2 in the �-spae.Now, onsider any algorithm with blak-box aess toK attempting to reatea mapping F : X ! Rd. Sine X 0 is a random exponentially-small fration of X ,with high probability all alls made to K return the value 1. Furthermore, eventhough at \runtime" when x is hosen from D, the funtion F (x) may itself all3 Let's assume X is a \nie" spae suh as the unit ball or f0; 1gn.
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Fig. 1. Funtion � used in lower bound.K(x; y) for di�erent previously-omputed points y, with high probability thesewill all give K(x; y) = �1=2. In partiular, this means that the mapping F iswith high probability independent of the target funtion . Now, sine X 0 hassize 2n=2, there are exponentially many orthogonal funtions  over D, whihmeans that with high probability F (D; ) will not even be weakly separable fora random funtion  over X 0 unless d is exponentially large in n.Notie that the kernel in the above argument is positive semide�nite. If wewish to have a positive de�nite kernel, we an simply hange \1" to \1��" and\�1=2" to \� 12 (1 � �)" in the de�nition of K(x; y), exept for y = x in whihase we keep K(x; y) = 1. This orresponds to a funtion � in whih ratherthat mapping points exatly into R2, we map into R2+2n giving eah example ap�-omponent in its own dimension, and we sale the �rst two omponents byp1� � to keep �(x) a unit vetor. The margin now beomes 12 (1��). Sine themodi�ations provide no real hange (an algorithm with aess to the originalkernel an simulate this one), the above arguments apply to this kernel as well.Of ourse, these kernels are extremely unnatural, eah with its own hiddentarget funtion built in. It seems quite oneivable that positive results indepen-dent of the distribution D an be ahieved for standard, natural kernels.6 Disussion and Open ProblemsOur results show that given blak-box aess to a kernel funtion K and a distri-bution D (i.e., unlabeled examples) we an use K and D together to onstrut anew low-dimensional feature spae in whih to plae our data that approximatelypreserves the desired properties of the kernel.We note that if one has an unkernelized algorithm for learning linear sep-arators with good margin-based sample-omplexity bounds, then one does not
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